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Abstract
In relation to the industrial need and to the progress of technology, Laboratoire National de
Me´trologie et d’Essais (LNE) would like to improve the measurement of its primary pressure
standards, spherical and flick standards. The spherical and flick standards are, respectively,
used to calibrate the spindle motion error and the probe, which equip commercial conventional
cylindricity-measuring machines. The primary pressure standards are obtained using pressure
balances equipped with rotary pistons. To reach a relative uncertainty of 10−6 in the pressure
measurement, it is necessary to know the diameters of both the piston and the cylinder with an
uncertainty of 5 nm for a piston diameter of 10 mm. Conventional machines are not able to
reach such an uncertainty level. That is why the development of a new machine is necessary.
The purpose of this paper is to present the concepts and the architecture adopted in the
development of the new equipment dedicated to cylindricity measurement at a nanometric
level of a accuracy. The choice of these concepts is based on the analysis of the uncertainty
sources encountered in conventional architectures. The architecture of the new ultra-high
equipment as well as the associated calibration procedures will be described and detailed.
Keywords: dimensional metrology, precision engineering, form measurement, uncertainty,
form error
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1. Introduction
This work is part of a project whose objective is to develop a
new ultra-high precision cylindrical measurement machine.
The equipment is mainly dedicated to measure standards,
such as flick standards and spheres, which are used for the
calibration of conventional cylindricity-measuring machines,
with an uncertainty level of a few nanometers.
4 Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed
The project also has the objective of improving the
design and use of nanometric pressure balances equipped
with rotary pistons. These pressure balances are used as
primary pressure standards and integrated in balances intended
for the calibration of significant masses. They are based
on a piston/cylinder set of very high geometrical quality
typically achieved via a lapping process of very hard materials.
Tightness between both parts is achieved through a very small
clearance (of around 1 μm), which leaves space for laminar
flow between the two surfaces as shown in figures 1 and 2. No
Figure 1. Piston and cylinder of a pressure standard piston–cylinder
assembly.
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Figure 2. Pressure balance equipped with rotary piston.
joints with contacts that may create friction forces are used. A
permanent rotating movement is maintained around the axis
common to the two parts. This movement can prevent friction
effects caused by the contact between two solids. The form
of the cylinder is optimized so that the flow can recenter the
piston and prevent it from sticking.
The establishment of pressure references with a relative
uncertainty of 10−6 gives rise to the need to know the diameter
of pistons and cylinders with uncertainties of approximately
0.5 × 10−6. That leads to having an uncertainty of 5 nm
for a piston with a diameter of 10 mm. With the form
measurement of cylinders and pistons, we will be able to apply
flow patterns to the piston/cylinder clearance. Laminar flow
pattern modeling gives results that are consistent with reality.
We may be able to link the form flaws of cylinders and pistons
with their influence on the stresses exerted on the piston.
To achieve the targeted level of uncertainty, new
equipment under development applies the dissociated
metrology technique (DMT) well defined in [1, 2]. The
technique has already been tested in several achievements of
LNE: ultra-high-precision angular machine [3], nanometric
compound table [4] and AFM machine [5]. Methods for
eliminating errors will be applied to calibrate the machine.
Finally, some technology solutions will be developed to control
the thermal behavior of the equipment.
With this equipment, we aim for an uncertainty
less than 5 nm for the roundness measurement and an
uncertainty less than 10 nm for straightness and cylindricity
assessments in the entire measurement volume (standards
with a maximum diameter of 100 mm and a height of
150 mm). The target uncertainty represents a challenge
compared to the best uncertainties reported in the BIPM’s Key
Comparison Database (KCDB) [6] and mainly achieved by the
German metrologists of PTB (National Metrology Institute of
Germany). These uncertainties are as follows:
• 50 nm for the cylindricity assessment of a flick standard,
• 50 nm for the straightness assessment of a flick standard,
• 5 nm for roundness assessment of sphere and cylinder
standards.
In this paper, the analysis of the error, which causes
inherent inaccuracy in conventional and industrial machines
for cylindricity measurement, as well as the limits of error
corrections on these machines, will be evoked. The evolution
from a conventional architecture toward an architecture
integrating the DMT technique will be presented and
discussed.
2. The analysis of conventional equipment for
cylindricity measurement
On conventional machines, measurement is performed through
the comparison of the part’s form with a high-quality
movement. The roundness of a part is measured by subjecting
it to a high-quality rotation movement and monitoring its
surface with a fixed probe. The measurement of more
complex characteristics, like cylindricity, requires combined
movements, which are performed by a more universal machine
for metrology. Machines typically have a ‘series’ loop
structure. Series structures are made up of a succession of
solids joined by customizable linkages that are able to generate
relative positions or movements between two solids. This type
of architecture can be found on most coordinate-measuring
machines.
2.1. The analysis of the metrology loop
Generally, a concept called ‘metrology loop’ is used to identify
the causes of errors. A metrology loop can be defined as a
conceptual line going through all solids, sensors and joints of
a machine and determining the relative position of the probe
with respect to the artifact. Figure 3 shows an example of
conventional and industrial geometry measurement machine.
Figure 4 describes the kinematic scheme of this type of
machine and gives an idea about the metrology loop that
reflects its metrological performance.
In the case of cylindrical artifacts, the surface to be
measured is scanned using three serial linkages that represent
the following essential components of the metrology loop.
• A revolute joint between the precision spindle (1) and the
supporting structure (2).
Figure 3. Example of a conventional geometry measurement
machine: the KOSAKA machine.
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Figure 4. Kinetic diagram of a conventional machine and
identification of the metrology loop.
• A bi-dimensional scan is performed on a radial plane using
two serial guide linkages. The first mechanical guiding
element is between column (2) and carriage (4) and allows
scanning along the vertical axis. The second mechanical
guiding element is between carriage (4) and arm (3) and
allows scanning along the horizontal axis.
An encoder and rulers are used to determine the coordinates
along the scanning axes. The measuring probe (5), in contact
with the artifact (6) to be measured, represents the last
component of the metrology loop.
2.2. Sources of disturbance
Any non-controlled dimensional change has an impact on the
uncertainty. Dimensional changes of the metrological loop
can be divided mainly into two categories: corrigible and
incorrigible errors.
Identifiable changes are mainly caused by the following.
• Errors in metrological reference standards like encoders
and rulers.
• Movement errors caused by the form of the surface of the
guiding systems.
• Errors of relative position between movements.
• Errors caused by elastic deformation of components and
mechanical guiding systems under the effect of stresses
that are perfectly controlled and repeatable.
2.3. Corrigible errors
As presented in figure 3, the horizontal arm deflects according
to the horizontal position (along the x-axis) of the probe.
However, the deflection is higher when the position of the
probe is as far as possible from the column, and inversely.
This causes the probe to go down. When the arm is vertically
positioned as high as possible, the deflection of the column is
also larger and inversely. To reduce this error source, usually,
the constructors design mechanical guiding systems whose
shape would correct these deformation effects [4]. However,
the effect of this method is limited: the modification of a
guiding system is based on one variable, whereas for the
machine given as an example, the correction shall be based
on two variables: x and z.
There are some achievements that implemented
mechanical systems for subjecting the machine to stresses.
The flexibility of corrections made through computers removes
this difficulty, provided that the content of the calibrations
to perform is clearly defined. Repeating calibrations leads
to an improvement of the quality of the corrections [2]. Of
course, this correction possibility only applies to errors that
are repeatable and describable.
2.4. Incorrigible errors
Incorrigible modifications of the metrology loop are caused by
the following.
• Non-repeatable errors of mechanical guidance systems.
• Differential thermal expansions.
• The effect of vibrations.
• Gaps and effect of friction.
These errors cannot be corrected using the method
mentioned previously.
3. The principle of dissociated metrological structure
3.1. DMT principle
The supporting structure of an industrial machine can be
defined as an assembly of components that maintain the
relative position of the probe with respect to the target. The
DMT principle consists in dissociating the metrology loop
from the ‘load-bearing loop’ [1–4]. This allows components of
the metrology loop to be used only for the communication of
position information. The metrology loop is relieved of any
other function, in particular the support function, and can be
optimized.
This makes the following possible.
• Avoid deformations in the metrology loop caused by non-
predictable loads. The metrological structure will only
have to bear its own weight.
• Create linkages between the components of the metrology
loop using probes. These so-called metrological linkages
can communicate position information in a much more
repeatable way than any mechanical linkage. Metrological
linkages are not sensitive to loads. The redundancy of the
information obtained through an increase in the number
of sensors improves the quality and the reliability of
measurements and is even a permanent means of auto-
verification.
• Reduce the effect of thermal disturbances and drifts.
3.2. Calibration of the machine
The following two complementary corrections of coordinates
must be performed when handling the calibration of the
machine.
• The first correction consists in interpreting the data from
metrological linkages leading to a correction ‘at the tip
of the probe’. At this stage, the machine becomes a
machine whose mechanical guiding systems have perfect
repeatability.
• The references of the machine’s movements have
geometrical errors that result in machine errors. The
machine is calibrated by measuring standards and by
applying error separation methods like reversal, multi-
step and multi-probe methods. The acceptable range of
the geometrical error of the references is only limited by
the travel range of the probes used.
3.3. Outcome
The implementation of DMT in a machine leads to the
following.
– Permanent verification of the machine’s precision quality.
– The ability to maintain an ultra-high precision level for a
large dimension structure.
– The ability to make machines less sensitive to environ-
mental disturbances (thermal variations, vibrations).
– Great savings in the making of the machine: there is no
need to use ultra-high-precision guidance elements.
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Figure 5. Conventional machine: application of the principle of
dissociated metrological structure (DMT).
4. The application of the DMT principle to a
conventional form measurement machine
4.1. Description of the architecture
The architecture presented in figure 5 is obtained by applying
the principle of dissociated metrological structure to a
conventional cylindricity-measuring machine. The metrology
loop and the supporting loop are separated. Linkages between
corresponding elements of the two structures are isostatic
linkages that allow deformation to be prevented in the
components of the metrology loop. Parts of these principles are
applied in machine MFU8 and MFU110WP of brand MAHR
modified by PTB [7].
4.2. Optimizing the application of the principle of dissociated
metrological structure
The application of the DMT principle can be optimized
by reducing the number of movements. Then, the proposed
scheme presented in figure 6 can be considered and the
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Figure 6. Optimized metrological structure.
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Figure 7. Use of two sensors to reproduce Abbe’s principle.
precision reference cylinder can be a cylindrical sleeve with a
two-dimensional reference surface.
The architecture of the machine contains only one
reference probe, which is aligned with the probe that measures
the part with perfect respect of Abbe’s principle [8]. This
architecture is close to the one used on the diameter and
form measurement machine made by Neugebauer et al in
PTB [9].
In the diagram presented in figure 7, the number of
probes focused on the reference cylinder has been doubled
and the reconstituted Abbe’s principle is respected. Then,
Abbe’s principle can be verified accurately, and the use of
two reference probes instead of one divides the uncertainty
by a factor of 1.4. The performed architecture of the machine
operates in a much more elementary way. Two surfaces can
be easily compared using point by point correspondence.
Therefore, it is no longer necessary to differentiate straightness
error from roundness error. This is called ‘global cylindricity
uncertainty’.
The offset of the probe from the generator, which can
be caused by both the eccentricity of the reference cylinder
and the artifact, as well as the spindle motion error, of the
cylindrical reference and/or artifact, influences the accuracy
of the roundness assessment (see figure 8). As a consequence,
to complete measurement of roundness on artifacts with a
small diameter R (R  5 mm) with a nanometric level of
accuracy, the offset error δ should be absolutely considered
and compensated. For example, for a part of 2 mm of diameter,
an offset of 5 μm generates an error of 12 nm. This value
does not comply with the targeted uncertainties. However, the
following two solutions are proposed in order to minimize the
probe offset error.
• Implementing mechanical guiding elements with ultra-
high quality of motion: air bearing spindle and air bearing
linear stage [9].
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Figure 8. Description of the probe offset error caused by the lateral
motion of the artifact.
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Figure 9. Description of the compensation of the probe offset error.
• Combining both the classical mechanical guiding system
and the centering system in real time.
The second solution was adopted for the new ultra-high
precision cylindricity machine, which will be equipped by a
ball bearing with a maximum concentricity of ± 5 μm and a
centering system able to detect the probe offset values. The
measurement of the offset will be realized thanks to two
probes located at an angle of 90◦ with respect to the first
probe as described in figure 9. Then, knowledge of the value
of the probe offset δ allows compensation of the ε error in
real time, by using a special mechanical system (compound
tables X and Y), which ensures a motion step with nanometer
level accuracy, or by using the mathematical formulation as
presented in equation (1) and demonstrated in [10]:
ε = δ
2
2R
. (1)
4.3. Calibration of the reference cylinder: roundness and
straightness
The calibration of the proposed machine is based on the
application of the modified multi-step form error separation
technique. The conventional error separation method is
detailed in [11, 12] and allows separation between the part
form error and the synchronous motion error of the mechanical
guiding systems (linear guiding system and aerostatic spindle).
The new modified multi-step method allows separation
between the form errors of both the reference cylinder and
the cylindrical artifact. The measurements are then never
influenced by the quality of motion of the mechanical guidance
elements. The modified multi-step method is applied with
many height values by performing N angular-spacing steps
between both surfaces. The signal corresponding to the
difference between the dataset obtained by both measuring
and reference probes gives the deviation between the two
functions of roundness forms of both surfaces. By calculating
the average of the deviation functions, it is possible to obtain
an imaginary form surface very close to the real form of the
reference cylinder.
The weak point of this method is that an error with a
periodicity of N periods per turn cannot be detected. This
drawback could be avoided by performing the measurement
twice: once with N angular-spacing steps and a second time
with P angular-spacing steps, with N and P being two co-
prime integers. If the relative position between both surfaces
remains rigorously stationary during the time needed to scan
the surfaces entirely, the roundness values obtained are indexed
to each other and a cylindricity measurement can be obtained
[13, 14].
The modified multi-step error separation method increases
the duration of measurements significantly, but it also increases
the number of measurements, leading to the decrease of
measurement uncertainties.
The modified multi-step method can be applied using an
automated angular indexing table under the control of two
optical encoders. The table will ensure a perfectly stationary
link between the two surfaces that are compared. It is not
required to maintain perfect coaxiality between the two
surfaces, but there should not be any relative movement on the
nanometer level during the scanning process of both surfaces.
The angular indexing table is made so as to comply with this
requirement.
The evaluation of the straightness of the generators of
the cylindrical surface is also considered. For this reason,
the modified reversal method will be applied and detailed in
[13, 14]. The angular-spacing permutation is obtained by
shifting the cylindrical artifact and the reference cylinder by
half a turn. In order to avoid turning the probe, which could
affect the calibration, an additional measuring probe opposite
to the first probe is implemented as shown in figure 10 [14].
Similarly, the two opposite probes can be used to identify
information concerning the conical form of the reference
cylinder.
4.4. Selecting reference probes (probes focused on the
reference cylinder)
On the machine, only contactless probes have to be used for
sensing the reference cylinder. After an experimental testing
and characterization of capacitance sensors with different
electrode diameters (nonlinear residual, impact of the form
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Figure 10. Calibration of taper and straightness.
of the target, slope, radial offset tests and stability) [10, 15,
16], the capacitance sensor whose electrode has a diameter
of 5.5 mm is selected. Then, at least eight capacitance
sensors are focused on the reference cylinder with axial
symmetry and at two levels (four capacitance sensors for
each level). These sensors give indication concerning the
lateral offset and the tilt of the reference cylinder as well
as a correction in real time. Since the capacitance sensor is a
surface sensor, it ensures good filtering of the possible errors
on the cylindrical reference’s surface (roughness and local
manufacturing defects of the reference cylinder), that is why
an aluminum cylinder manufactured by a diamond tool can be
accepted. The acquisition of the dataset given by all probes of
the machine (eight capacitance sensors, four measuring probes
(to measure the part), two encoders and three optical rulers)
will be synchronized. The average running of the information
given by the capacitance sensors and all the other probes of
the machine has to be completed similarly over a short time
period of 1 s in order to reduce the noise and to ensure nonlinear
residuals (difference between the dataset and the polynomial
model) less than 2 nm.
4.5. Selecting measuring probes (probes focused on the
artifact)
There are many fewer options for selecting measuring probes
for the cylindrical artifact than for selecting reference probes
as
• the diameter of the parts may be smaller (a few
millimeters), giving rise to the risk of critical offset from
the target axis,
• the measurement of small holes limits the space available
for the probes.
The use of combined capacitive sensors could have been
considered, but any other currently available technology of
probes, with contact or not, can be used. That is why measuring
probes were implemented on an independent structure easily
relatable to the metrological structure and that may feature an
external setting station.
4.6. Information redundancy
The pair of reference probes (capacitance sensors), shown in
figure 10, were doubled to enhance the measurements and
optimize working time. The number of possible associations is
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Figure 11. Architecture of the high-accuracy geometry measurement machine.
increased, and the measurement uncertainties can be evaluated
accurately. Another improvement consists in mounting a
second set of probes in a perpendicular plane. This amounts to
creating a second independent machine for the same artifact,
which further improves the measurement uncertainties.
4.7. Architecture of the new form ultra-high precision
machine
Figure 11 represents a schematic diagram that does not show
all the elements of the machine. The main revolute joint is
made with a high-dimension rolling bearing. The table is
linked to the rotating part of the bearing with a full isostatic
linkage similar to what links the reference cylinder to the rotary
table [17].
The rotation drive is an independent system that drives
the table using a linkage made up of a double-sliding universal
joint, under the control of a first optical encoder. In this way, the
table carrying the part, which is a component of the metrology
loop, is not subjected to any stress caused by the rotation.
An angular indexing system to be installed on the table
allows automatic change of the angular position of the
aluminum cylindrical reference in relation to the measured
artifact (modified multi-step form error separation method),
under the control of a second optical encoder. This angular
indexing component also preserves the position of the artifact’s
axis with respect to the axes of both the rotary table and the
aluminum reference cylinder. Special requirements are that a
temperature difference between the higher part and the lower
part does not affect the coaxiality of the artifact.
The tilt and center component is installed on the upper part
of the angular indexing table. It is used to align the axis of the
artifact and the revolute axis within a few micrometers and with
perfect nanometric stability. The tilt and center component has
automated settings, but no motor. The table carrying probes
can perform a vertical translation movement made possible by
three mechanical linear guiding systems that all have a digital
command and under the control of three optical rulers.
A compound table with flexible blades, ensuring two
degrees of freedom of translation along the X and Y axes,
is used to in situ calibrate the capacitance sensors and the
measuring probes. This structure is also defined to check
the lateral position of the reference and measuring probes
according to their respective generators as well as the
mechanical centering and compensation of this error in real
time. The compound table is implemented under the upper
supporting structure.
Probes are fixed on the metrological structure that is
located under the compound table. An isostatic linkage is used
to ensure that the structure carrying probes is not subjected
to deformations. The measuring probes are installed on a
structure that is easy to implement and that can be set up
with an external setting station. The support of the reference
probes (metrological structure) is equipped with four plane
mirrors, on which four laser interferometers are aligned and
implemented on a separate non-deformable structure.
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Figure 12. Schematic of the calibration structure.
4.8. In situ calibration of the capacitance sensors and the
measuring probes
As many probes (at least eight capacitance sensors and four
measuring probes) are used on cylindrical surfaces, the in situ
calibration process of all the probes of the machine is planned
against laser interferometers that are only used for this function
of in situ calibration. Then, four laser interferometers have to
be used as shown in figure 12, in order to minimize the effect
of the thermal deviations.
In the general architecture of the machine, the support of
the capacitance sensors and measuring probes (metrological
structure) is mounted on a compound table with flexible
blades. The motion is generated by two piezoelectric actuators,
which can ensure nanometric motion steps over the total travel
range of 100 μm. However, the architecture of the in situ
calibration structure of the capacitive sensors and measuring
probes has been studied in details by Vissiere et al [18].
An angular position offset of 45◦ between the reference and
measuring probes and the interferometers is respected. This
configuration allows the uncertainty to be decreased, because
each probe dataset is compared to the information given by
four laser interferometers. The function of in situ calibration
of the capacitance sensors and the measuring probes can be
completed in a short time duration of 2 min.
Since the distance between the laser interferometers and
the mirror is approximately equal to 20 mm, which can be
helpful for the alignment of the laser beam, a mechanical
structure is emphasized to protect the laser beam against
external disturbance. The air disturbance can be caused mainly
by the air-conditioner system, which controls both temperature
and humidity around the machine, respectively, to 20 ±
0.2 ◦C and 50%. However, a compensation of both the
refractive index of the air (according to the information
given by a Vaisela instrument: temperature, hygrometry and
pressure) and the dead path has to be considered [19, 20].
As mentioned before, the calibration of the capacitance
sensors and the measuring probes as well as the nonlinear
residual (which is the difference between the experiment and
the polynomial model) should be completed with a nanometric
level of uncertainty, less than 2 nm. This gives rise to the need
for the information given by the four laser interferometers
to be stable to a nanometer. The structure joining the laser
interferometers should also be stable at the nanometer level,
which justifies the choice of a structure made of invar and
decoupled from the supporting structure.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, the conventional form measurement machine
for cylindrical targets is analyzed and detailed in order to
determine their precision limitation, which mainly depends on
the motion error, the structure deformation and the thermal
drift.
The concept of dissociated metrological structure (DMT)
was introduced and applied to a conventional architecture. The
application and the optimization of the DMT principle by using
the original concept of two-dimensional reference led to the
presentation of a new architecture for an ultra-high accuracy
machine and a method to calibrate it.
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